Quantitative analysis of energy metabolism in human muscle using SLOOP 31P-MR-spectroscopy.
Energy metabolism is vital for regular muscle function. In humans, in-vivo analysis using (31)P-MR-spectroscopy (MRS) is mostly restricted to semiquantitative parameters due to technical demands. We applied Spatial Localization with Optimal Pointspread Function (SLOOP) for quantification in human skeletal and cardiac muscle. 10 healthy volunteers and 4 patients with myotonic dystrophy type 1 were examined using a 1.5 T system (Magnetom VISION) and chemical shift imaging (CSI) for data collection. Concentrations of PCr, ATP and Pi as well as PCr/ATP ratios were calculated by SLOOP. Concentrations of PCr, ATP and Pi were 29.9 +/- 3.4, 7.1 +/- 0.9 and 5.7 +/- 1.2 [mmol/kg] in normal skeletal muscle, corresponding to previously published studies. Two of the patients with a duration of disease longer than 10 years and a pronounced muscle weakness showed a significant decrease of PCr and ATP in skeletal muscle below 10 and 5 mmol/kg. One of these patients had an additional reduction of PCr in cardiac muscle. With MRS and SLOOP, a more accurate quantitative assessment of metabolism is now available in skeletal and cardiac muscle. Longitudinal studies of larger patient groups will allow to better describe the metabolic disorder in muscle disease over time. Moreover, these techniques offer a new way to quantify treatment effects in future trials.